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Library Tidbits
F e a t u r e d

@ your library
Charging kiosk
The library has a new kiosk for
patrons to use to charge their devices. Please remember “Your
device. Your responsibility.”
We are not responsible for lost or
stolen devices.

New Books
The Social History of Agriculture
by Christopher Isett and Stephen
Miller-a compelling narrative
world history through the lens of
food and farmers.

Reversing Sail: A history of the
African Disapora by Michael A.
Gomez- examines the global unfolding of the African Diaspora,
the migrations and dispersals of
the people of Africa, from antiquity to the modern period. The
book also attempts to explain
contemporary plights and struggles through the lens of history.
Citizen Steinbeck: Giving voice
to the people by Robert McParland- this book shows how Steinbeck’s work prompts readers to
think critically and contextually
about our values. Demonstrating
the power a single author can
have on generations of individuals around the world, Citizen
Steinbeck enables readers to
make sense of both the past and
the present through the prism of

this literary icon’s inspirational
work."
Virus: An illustrated guide to
101 incredible microbes by Marilyn J. Roossinck- This stunningly illustrated book provides a rare window into the amazing, varied world of viruses. Virus offers
an unprecedented look at 101
incredible microbes that infect
all branches of life on Earth-from humans and other animals
to insects, plants, fungi, and bacteria.
Go Wild: eat fat, run free be social, and follow evolution’s other
rules for total health and wellbeing by John J. Ratey-The scientific evidence behind why
maintaining a lifestyle more like
that of our ancestors will restore
our health and well-being.

N E W S
Hot off the press! New fiction
titles available for checkout:

16th Seduction
By James Patterson
The Fix
By David Baldacci
The Horse Dancer
By Jojo Moyes
Plus many more!

Summer Hours

Summer Closures

Summer hours will be posted by

The library will be closed on the

the door and online. They vary

following dates:

by month and exceptions will be

May 29, 2017

posted.

June 1 & 2,

“Until I feared I would lose it, I did
not love to read. One does not love
breathing.” - Harper Lee, To Kill a
Mockingbird

2017
July 3 & 4,
2017

